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Abstract
Preeclampsia (PE) is one of the complications of pregnancythat significantly increases maternal
and fetal mortality and morbidity. Mothers who were born as low birth weight (LBW) babies have
risks for PE that are 2 - 3 times higher than maternal birth weight ≥ 2500 g. LBW history of the
mother is also correlates with the incidence of metabolic syndrome later in life including incresed
of body mass index (BMI), hyperlipidemia, hypertension, stroke type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular
accident (CVA). This study aimed at assessing the correlation between the incidence of LBW
history of the mother with PE, BMI and leptin levels. This study was a retrospective study of maternal LBW history with case control design as well as cross-sectional design to search the correlation
between BMI and leptin levels with the incidence of PE. This study was conducted from December
2014 through February 2015 in Hasan Sadikin Hospital Bandung. Data were analyzed using Spearman Rank and Chi-Square, and the significant difference was determined as α < 0.05. The results
showed that maternal LBW history correlated with an increased in systolic (r = −0.417; p = 0.017)
and diastolic (r = −0.498; p = 0.004) blood pressure but did not correlated with the incidence of PE
(r = 0.333; p = 0.127). The incidence of maternal history of LBW was higher in cases of PE (p =
0.033). There was a correlation between LBW history and early onset preeclampsia (EOPE) and late
onset preeclampsia (LOPE) (r = 0.500; p = 0.048). There was no correlation between LBW history
of BMI (r = −0.040; p = 0.830) and levels of leptin (r = −0.157; p = 0.390). There was a correlation
of BMI and leptin levels (r = 0.664; p = 0.0001) Maternal LBW history was correlated with increased incidence of systolic and diastolic blood pressure and the incidence of EOPE and LOPE.
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1. Introduction
The phenomenon of low birth weight babies (LBW) is a due to problem in the health sector. World Health Organization (WHO) defines that LBW infants are impaired growth in the womb leading to birth weight < 2500
gram [1]-[3]. Epidemiological data show that morbidity and mortality in LBW group numbers continue to rise
significantly. Several studies in developing countries reported contributing of LBW to low birth weight infant
morbidity and mortality is quite large. LBW figures compiled by a team of health survey in 62 countries expressed the incidence of low birth Weight in the range of 3% to 12.5% [4]-[6].
LBW condition occurs due to pregnancy for preterm and growth retardation (IUGR) [6]-[8]. In the pathophysiology LBW, aspects related to the mother, placenta and fetus to form an interlocking mechanism. In addition
to these three aspects, genetic and environmental factors may also affect the phenotype babies born.
Several etiology and pathogenesis have been proposed as the etiology and pathogenesis of preeclampsia.
Some of the theories include ischemia of the placenta, prostacycline (PGI2) and thromboxane (TXA2) involvement, immune maladaptation, oxidative stress, genetic, nutritional factor and endothel dysfunction.
Barker research shows that in general LBW can be caused by environmental conditions in the uterus are less
supportive of infant development process. LBW as a consequence of the adaptation process in the womb has
been categorized as a risk factor for the onset of metabolic syndrome, such as hypertension, type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease (CVD) such as chronic heart disease (CHD) and stroke.
The incidence of severe PE can be characterized by leakage of capillaries (proteinuria, ascites, and pulmonary
edema), weight gain >5 lb/week, or an imbalance in the body homeostasis with multiorgan dysfunction. Patients
in this condition experience clinical manifestations as PE atypical that were consistent with abnormal laboratory
tests or in the form of observed symptoms [9].
Preeclampsia is diagnosed clinically after the 20th week of pregnancy or within the first 4 - 6 weeks postpartum [9]. Incidence of preeclampsia causes 76,000 maternal deaths and 500,000 infant deaths per year. Clinical
signs and symptoms of severe PE include high blood pressure or hypertension, proteinuria, increased body
weight in the extreme and sudden, headaches, swelling, and blurred eyesight.
Preeclampsia can occur ≥34 weeks pregnancy or can be called a late onset preeclampsia (LOPE) [10]-[13].
However, approximately 10% of cases of PE occur <34 week of pregnancy so-called early-onset preeclampsia
(EOPE). Placentation process interrupted in the early implantation is a crucial point that distinguishes the pathophysiology of EOPE and LOPE. At EOPE disorders that occur during early implantation in the process of
trophoblast invasion and spiral artery remodelling, while LOPE occurs when maternal syndrome appeared in
≥34 weeks gestation due to dysfunction and dysregulation of maternal tolerance against inflammation. EOPE
condition is considered more like a disease as a disease of the placenta while LOPE is like a disease of maternal
[14] [15].
Sign and symptoms of preeclampsia are varied in each patient. In general, preeclamsia showed some symptoms such as hypertensive dysorder (systolic blood pressure ≥ 140 mmHg or dyastolic blood pressure ≥ 90
mmHg), Proteinuria of 300 mg - 5 g in 24 hours in more than 20 weeks of gestational age. Other symptoms that
can appear are systolic blood preesure > 160 mmHg or dyastolic blood pressure > 110 mmHg, increase creatinine
level, oligouria, epigastric pain, persistent headache, blurred vision, lung oedema, increase of Aspartate Transaminase (AST) and Alanine Transaminase (ALT), thrombocytopenia, and eclampsia.
A number of studies have reported that serum leptin plays a role in the pathogenesis of PE, so that an increase
in leptin levels may help prediction of disease and a marker of the severity of PE. Serum Leptin is also known to
play a significant role as a biomarker of EOPE and LOPE in relation to the severity of the disease, body mass
index (BMI), IUGR and LBW [16]-[18]. Low birth weight and BMI are known to correlate with risk factors for
cardiovascular disease. The mothers were born as low birth weight and then obese in adulthood have the highest
risk factor profile. This profile includes characteristics such as hyperlipidemia metabolic syndrome that appear
in the form of PE [19]-[21].
This study aimed to analyze the relationship between mother with LBW history, BMI, leptin levels and the
incidence of PE. The incidence of PE is still high to be the reason of writing this study so that it is expected
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there is some alternative measures to reduce the number ofmorbidity and mortality of mothers and infants.

2. Methods
Subjects of this study were patients with PE study group, and normal pregnant patients as control group who
came to the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Faculty of Medicine/Government General Hospital of Dr.
Hasan Sadikin, Bandung who met the inclusion the exclusion criteria. A number of subjects have to fill out an
informed consent as evidence of willingness to follow a series of research process. Correlational analysis was
conducted to examine the relationship between the variables presented through data analysis. Determination of
sample size in this study is consistent with the purpose of research that is by using the formula determining the
sample size for the study of numerical correlation analysis. Thus the minimum required number of samples is
equal to at least 29 samples.
Total subjects involved in this research consisted of 125 patients with normal pregnancy and 40 patients
withPE at 20 - 40 weeks gestational age who gave birth in Government General Hospital Dr. Hasan Sadikin
Bandung from December 2014 to February 2015.
After filtering through inclusion and exclusion criteria, 16 preeclampsia (PE) patients declared eligible for
analysis. As for normal pregnant found as many as 16 patients after matching with the patient PE based on confounding factors. 32 samples were interviewed through a questionnaire to find more detailed information about
the history of mother with LBW history.
A retrospective study was conducted on maternal LBW history with case-control design and cross sectional
study, as the case group was the mother with PE meanwhile the control group was normal pregnant mothers.
Observational studies and correlation analysis were conducted to find the relationship between variables using
cross sectional design to search the correlation of BMI and leptin levels. Univariate analysis of the data on categorical variables was used to see the proportions of each variable to be presented descriptively.
Statistical methods used to analyzed the data are using Rank Spearman test, lambda, Mann whitney test, chi
square, Fisher Exact test and independent sample t-test to gained p-value. The standard of significance level or p
value is 5%.

3. Results
Subjects in this study were patients severePE and normal pregnancy. Total subjects were assessed based on
height and weight to determine BMI. Then, taking as much as 3 cc of blood was done to examine leptin levels
for analyzing the blood pressure and its relation to obesity. This research was conducted in the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, Faculty of Medicine/Government General Hospital Dr. Hasan Sadikin, Bandung.
Based on the characteristics of the test variables as age, parity, and maternal gestational age at birth, the results showed a p-value greater than 0.05 (p > 0.05) (Table 1). It described the two groups do not have different
characteristics. All characteristics variables were declared similar or homogeneous, then the two groups deserved to be compared and analyze.
LBW condition occurs due to preterm pregnancy and full-term in stunted fetal growth. This study found maternal gestational age at birth in normal pregnancy and severe PE was a full-term pregnancy that each was 14
persons (87.5%) and preterm pregnancy in total was 2 (12.5%). Values obtained through different test showed a
non-significant values where p = 1.0 (p > 0.05) (Table 1).
Lambda correlation test was performed to analyze the data category with a nominal par between the two variables that are not equivalent (Table 2). Lambda correlation test for normal women with a LBW history and PE
showed a p value of 0.127 (p > 0.05). The value obtained is not significant so that there is no correlation between the incidence of LBW mother with PE.
The relationship between a history of LBW with systolic blood pressure were analyzed statistically. The
analysis showed a p value of 0.017 (p < 0.05) and was declared statistically significant (Table 3). Based on the
values obtained, there is a correlation between maternal LBW history and systolic blood pressure. Coefficient
value of correlation states toward a negative correlation with the strength of the correlation is strong enough
(moderate).
Results of the analysis of the relationship of the mother’s history of LBW and diastolic blood pressure showed
a p-value of 0.004 (p < 0.05) (Table 3). Results of the study revealed a relationship between the two variables
were statistically significant. Therefore, there is a correlation between maternal LBW history and diastolic blood
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pressure.
Test comparison of the proportion of mothers with LBW and severe PE incident showed a p value of 0.033 (p
< 0.05) and was statistically significant (Table 4).
Research results shows there are differences statistically significant proportion between a mother with a history of low birth and incidence of severe PE.
Correlation between maternal with LBW history in the group of EOPE andLOPE and the gestation was analyzed. Results of analysis was a p-value 0.048 (p < 0.05) and was statistically significant (Table 5). These findings indicate that there is a correlation among the incidence of maternal with LBW history and EOPE and LOPE.
Table 1. Subjects characteristics.
Variabel

Normal (n = 16)

Preeclampsia (n = 16)

p

27.63 ± 6.12

30.31 ± 7.43

0.273

Median

26.50

30.50

Range

22.00

24.00

Primipara

14 (87.5%)

9 (56.2%)

Multipara

2 (12.5%)

7 (43.8%)

Preterm

2 (12.5%)

2 (12.5%)

Term

14 (87.5%)

14 (87.5%)

Maternal Age
Mean ± SD

Parity
0.113

Mother’s gestational age at birth
1.000

Notes: p value was analyzed using Chi Square and Exact Fisher. For numerical data, p value was analyzed with independent t-test if
the data distribution is normal, if the data distribution is not normal, mannwhtiney test was used.

Table 2. Correlation between low birth weight history mother and preeclampsia.
LBW

Normal (n = 16)

Preeclampsia (n = 16)

r

p value

Yes

4 (25%)

10 (62.5%)

0.333

0.127

No

12 (75%)

6 (37.5%)

Notes: p value was analyzed with Lambda correlation test.

Table 3. Correlation of low birth weight history mother with systolic and diastolic blood pressure.
Correlation

r

p value

Mother’s birth weight to systolic blood pressure
Mother’s birth weight to diastolic blood pressure

−0.417
−0.498

0.017**
0.004**

Notes: the correlation between the numerical and ordinal using spearmann rank correlation analysis.

Table 4. Comparison of proportion of low birth weight history in preeclampsia.
LBW

Normal (n = 16)

Preeclampsia (n = 16)

Nilai p

Yes

4 (25%)

10 (62.5%)

0.033**

No

12 (75%)

6 (37.5%)

Notes: For categorical data, p-value is calculated based on chi square test.

Table 5. Correlation of mother with LBW history and EOPE, LOPE, BMI and leptin levels.
Criteria

r

p value

LWB with EOPE and LOPE

0.500*

0.048**

LBW with BMI

−0.0.40

0.830

LBW with Leptin Levels

−0.157

0.390

Notes: The correlation between numerical and ordinal using spearman rank correlation analysis.
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P-values were obtained 0.830 (p > 0.05) that is expressed not statistically significant. Based on the research results, there is no correlation between LBW history mothers and BMI
Based on Figure 1 shows there is a positive correlation with the strength of a moderate correlation between
mothers with LBW and gestational age. Thus the lower of the birth weight history, the EOPEPE occurs. In this
study it can be concluded that the EOPE incident occurred at the gestational age less than 33 weeks.
Analysis of correlation between the BMI patients and high levels of leptin obtains p-value 0.0001 (p < 0.05)
and was statistically significant (Table 6). These findings reveal that there is a correlation between BMI and
high levels of leptin in the direction of a positive correlation with the strength of a strong correlation between
BMI and leptin levels with r: 0664.

4. Discussion
Age of the mother during pregnancy affects the outcome of pregnancy. The statement was supported by the data
released by the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG), which revealed that pregnancy
in adolescents aged 15 - 19 reaches 11% of total pregnancies in the United State [22]. Adolescents are more
likely to develop complications of anemia, IUGR, prematurity, neonatal death, and even sexually transmitted
diseases. Moreover, pregnancy at the age of 35 years or show a tendency for the onset of medical complications
such as gestational diabetes, hypertension in pregnancy, placenta previa, placental abruption and delivery risks
with section sesarea [23].
Based on the data processed, the study found primiparous pregnancy in 14 normal pregnancies and the PE as
many as 9 people or more numerous than multiparous pregnancy that is 2 in normal pregnancy and 7 in PE
(Table 1). This is consistent with the theory that states that the pathophysiology of preeclampsia primigravid is
the cause of preeclampsia occurrence, two-thirds of cases occur in the first pregnancy that took place since the
first trimester, although the risk is the same both in primigravida and multigravida [24]. Primigravid with very young
age occurs because the patients rarely checkups, hide her pregnancy, and ignore of the importance of antenatal.
Correlation incidence of mothers with LBW history and PE is not significant, but when the correlation of the
incidence of mother with LBW history connected to systolic and diastolic blood pressure showed statistically
significant or meaningful (Table 2 and Table 3).
Comparative analysis of the proportion of mothers with a history of LBW and severe PE were statistically
significant (Table 4). The study states that the incidence of maternal history of LBW may be a risk factor for PE
occurrence. A study explains that LBW in general can be caused by environmental conditions in the uterus are
less supportive of the baby development process [25]. Furthermore, the study also explains that babies are born
as LBW tend to be susceptible to metabolic disorders or metabolic syndrome as a vascular system and hormonal
including the occurrence of hypertension in pregnancy.
One study found mothers who were born as LBW have a 70% risk of experiencing hypertension in pregnancy
than a mother who was born a normal birth weight babies [15]. Mothers who were born weighing < 4.5 pounds,
has the highest risk for PE when compared with mothers who were born weighing ≥ 8.5 pounds [26]. Other studies have reported 80 studies that describe the relationship between blood pressure of adults and a history of
birth weight found that the two have a relationship that is inversely proportional [27].
Analysis of the correlation between maternal of LBW history in the group of EOPE and LOPE, and
gestational age showed statistically significant value. Based on the values obtained, there is a positive correlation with the strength of the correlation is strong enough (moderate) in the incidence of mother with LBWhistory
in the group EOPEand LOPE, and gestational age (Table 5). It shows that the lower LBW history, the EOPE
occurs. This study reveals that EOPE occurred at the gestational age < 33 weeks (Figure 1).
Results obtained through statistical analysis showed the incidence of EOPE occured earlier. The findings did
not fit when compared to previous studies that said that the EOPE occured in pregnancy < 34 week [10]-[13].
Shallow trophoblast invasion and spiral artery remodeling disorder is a fundamental pathophysiology of the
EOPE. At EOPE disorders occur during early implantation while at LOPE disorders occur when maternal syndrome appeared in ≥34 weeks gestation due to dysfunction and dysregulation of maternal tolerance against inflammation.
Correlation analysis to women with a history of LBW andBMI is not statistically significant (Table 5). Based
on the results obtained, there is no correlation between the incidence of maternal history of LBWand BMI.
These findings are not consistent with previous research that states LBW and BMI were correlated with risk
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Figure 1. Correlation of LBW history mother and EOPE and LOPE.
Table 6. Correlation between BMI and leptin levels.
Correlation

R

Nilai p

BMI and Leptin Levels

−0.664

*

0.0001**

Notes: Spearman correlation is used because the data is not normally distributed.

factors CVD [19]. Skinny mothers who were born as LBW have a two times higher risk for PE than women with
normal BMI, but the obesity mothers with a history born as LBW have a four times higher risk for PE. The
mothers were born as LBW and then obese in adulthood have the highest risk factor profile. This profile includes characteristics such as hyperlipidemia metabolic syndrome that appear in the form of PE.
Numerous studies have examined the influence of maternal birth weight on the risk of PE as a precursor of
chronic diseases in the future [9] [19] [28]. In the study states PE risk decreased with increasing maternal birth
weight. Mothers who have a history of LBW are known to have 2 - 3 times higher risk to experience PE than
women with a history of birth weight 2500 - 2999 grams. Mothers with a history ≥ 4.000 grams birth weight
appear to have decreased the risk of PE [28].
Results of the study that stated insignificant is caused by taking the mothers’ weight while inpartu not weight
before pregnancy so that BMI examined was inaccurate. In 1990, it was issued a reference table as the recommended weight gain for every group of BMI before pregnancy.
Results of correlation analysis of LBW mothers with higher levels of leptin showed that a value is not statistically significant (Table 5). Based on the results obtained, there is no correlation between a history of LBW
mothers with higher levels of leptin. This is not in line with research that revealed leptin may influence the production of Nitric Oxide and natriuresis, causing sodium retention, systemic vasoconstriction, and increased
blood pressure [29]. In the study, leptin plays a role in the pathogenesis of hypertension in obese patients.
Another study describes the serum leptin levels increased in the PE group compared with the normal group [30].
Leptin pregnancy serum biomarkersis known to play a significant role as EOPE and LOPE in relation to the Severity of the disease, BMI, IUGR and LBW [31] [32].
Results of the analysis between BMI andleptin levels by using correlation testwere statistically significant
(Table 6). This indicates that there is a correlation between BMI and high levels of leptin in the direction of a
positive correlation with the strength of a strong correlation between BMI and high levels ofleptin.

5. Conclusions
There is no positive correlation between the incidence of maternal with LBW history andPE but positive correlation between the incidence of maternal with LBW history and Revalon of EOPE and LOPE. There is no correlation between mother with a history of LBWand either BMI or leptin levels. There is negative correlation
among maternal with LBW history and systolic and diastolic blood pressure.
This study also shows that the incidence of maternal history of LBW are more common in cases of PE and
OALibJ | DOI:10.4236/oalib.1102085
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positive correlation between BMI and leptin levels on the incidence of PE.
In the future, preventive measures to prevent or detect preeclampsia such as using doppler on uterine artery
during antenatal care below 20 weeks of gestational age should be done on evey patient. Extra precaution to
mother with history of preeclampsia should be monitored carefully.
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